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In October' 1981, a m:zjo'Y" change 1JX.tB made to the tape stpuctU1'es
and t·i,eket·ing proactiees on Metbourrne's publ-ia tf'anspor>t s,ystem.
'TMve'Z Car'ds' ?Veroe intPOduaed, vaZid foT' troavet on all
Govepnment and pr"ivatel.y opemted publ.ic tr>anspor't eer-vices in
the metroopoZitan m"ea.

The paper> descPibes the neuJ tape system in Me lbouPne and the

peseapch undef'taken to assess the ef.fects

~f'

the new system on

tMvel patterns, ticket sales and tape 1"evenue. The roesea'Y'oh

concentf'ated on establishing 'b~fo~e' and a[ter' ppofiZes ~f' the
tf'anaporot systems' usage, compaPing the pf'ofiles, and thus
attempting to assess the extent and causes of changes. Ppo,f'iZ,es
I

I

1JJe1'8 deVB loped.trom data supplied by the -tr>anspor>t operoator>s,
supplemented by suroveys.

The peseapah highlighted the di.ffiauUies in identifying ahanges
in troavel patter>ns associated t.Jith far>e str>ucturoe ~hanges and the
complexities of monitoring passenger> statist'ics under' a
multi-mode ticket system.

MELBOURNE'S ZONE FARE SYSTEM
INTRODUCTIDN
On 4 October 1981 a major step towards integratin9 Melbourne's
public transport fares systems occurred with the introduction of "Travel
Cards". For the first time it was possible to purchase a ticket which was
valid for travel on all Government and privately operated public transport
services in the Melbourne Metropolitan area"

The introduction of lITravel Car'ds ll was part of a Government policy
for an integrated and co-ordinated public transport system, with common
tickets for travel on all modes" Behind the policy was an assumption that
a simplified multi-mode ticket scheme would benefit travellers and
operators, and, hopefullY, induce greater use of public transport..
Any major change in the fare structure has effects on travel
patterns, but measuring the changes and then attributin9 changes to their
causal factors is extremelY difficult. Sound data and complex analyses
are essent i a 1.
This paper describes the new fare system introduced in Melbourne in
Dctober 1981, and the research undertaken to assess the effects of the new
system. The paper notes the difficulties in identifying changes in travel
patterns associated with fare structure changes and the complexities of
monitoring passenger statistics under a multi-mode ticket system ..
MELBOURNE'S FARE SYSTEM PRIOR TD TRAVEL CARD
Melbourne's railway, tramway and bus systems have historicallY
developed under separate controlling authorities" As a consequence fare
structures and methods of collecting fare revenue evolved in ways which
were more suited to the requirements of each mode and its controlling
authority than to any requirement for compatibility and consistency with
each other.
Pricing policies and fare levels have been determined by

Government.

However, there wer'e significant differences between the modes

in features such as fares for journeys of similar lengths, availability of
periodical tickets and the extent of concessions offered ..
Despite differences in the actual fare levels on each transport
mode, each authority (VicRail for trains, Melbourne and Metropolitan
Tramways Board (MMTB) for trams and Government buses, and the Transport
Regu 1at i on Boar d (TRB) for pr i vate buses) adopted a far e str ucture based
on a "fl ag fall" component and a distance based component.. The distance
component was based on a tapering rate which meant that longer journeys
were priced at a lower rate per kilometre than shorter journeys
The fare
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scales meant that tr'avellers using more than one mode or vehicle to

complete a journey were required to pay higher fares than travellers who
could complete journeys without transfer"
Some small-scale experiments with multi-mode tickets have been
undertaken in Melbourne in y'€cent ,years"

Most of the experiments have

been with combined train-bus or train-tram tickets for specified routes

only. Very few tickets of these types were sold, mainly because the
combined ticket usually provided little, if any, discount on the price of
separate tickets for the same journey.. The reluctance to set a combined
fare which provided a significant discount was no doubt due to concern by
each oper ator to roa; nta ;n its own y'€venue"

InJAugust 1980, VicRail and MMTB introduced METROCARDS which were
valid for travel on trains, trams and MMTB buses These tlckets allowed
the purchaser unlimited travel on th
of ·ssue within defined zones.
Three zones were e lned - a lICentraP zone comprislng
e en ra
Business District and immediate surroundings, a IIS uburban" zone which

included all MMTB services and rail lines up to 25 kilometres from

Melbourne, and an 1I0 uter,1I zone which included all Metropolitan routes.

METROCARDS were a significant development towards multi-mode
ticketing, but had two features which limited their share of the market to
about 1 per cent of public transport trips: private buses were excluded,
and the ticket prices were generally higher toan the total prlce 01
s.e-earate iiCReEs (except for peop le maklng an unusua i iy hlgh number uf
trlPS in the day) .
Despite the limitations of METROCARDS and their relatively low
ket share, experience with these tickets highlighted the importance of
pr i ci n9 and gave Government oper at or's exper'; ence with mu It; -mode t; cket; n9

which proved valuable in developing Travel Cards

Simplification and integration of the ticketing systems has been
policy of both State Government and Dpposition parties for some years .
The rationale for the policy has not been detailed but appears to be based
four main premises:
i)

public tr'ansport should be, or at least appear to be, a

co-ordinated system without anomalies between modes;
ii)

traveller's who are required to change vehicles dur ing a

journey should not face a fare penalty;
iii)

a simpler fare system could result in cost savings; and

iv)

a simpler' fare system would be more attractive to users and
provide public transport with a new image.
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There was no real attempt to quantify potential cost savings when
developing Travel Cards. It was recognised that significant cost savings
could only be realised if there were to be a radical change in the number
of tickets sold, the issuing collection and validation procedures, and in
operating practices" Changes of such magnitude were not envisaged at the
time ..
From the marketing viewpoint it was hoped that the fare changes,
particularly the removal of fare penalties against multi-mode travel,
would induce increased usage (both by existing travellers and by
attraction of new travellers). This hope waS based on an analysis of
Melbourne's urban development since the War and t~e concomitant changes in
travel patterns. Increasingly, desired combinations of origins and
destinations are not linked by a single public transport route, and a
potential public transport user is faced with a change of mode to complete
the journey. The prospect of transfer is frequently discouraging enough
for a potential public transport user, without the further deterrent of a
fare penalty"
THE TRAVEL CARD SYSTEM
The major features of the change implemented in October 19SI, were:
i)

\H'

I
\

A zonal system was introduced, with three principal zones and
a central sub-zone covering the whole metropolitan area
(Figure 1).
Daily and (later) weekly Travel Cards were introduced: these
allow the holder unlimited travel for their validity period
on all public. trans~ort services 'titbJn the zone of validity ..
The servlces covere are VicRail suburban servlces, MMTB bus
and tram services and metropolitan private bus services.
~iC~l-chanTed

iii)

to a zonal basjs for most suburban ticketing,
ancr:iso rep aced perlodical tickets (3 monthly, 6 monthlY,
yearly) by date-to-date tickets, valid for between 10 and 52
weeks. On average VicRail fares increased by about 13 per
cent..

i v)

MMTB fares were increased by an average of about 15 per cent..

v)

Later (January 19S2) private bus section fares were also
increased by an average of about 15 per cent.

In essence, the previous section-based fare structure was retained
on MMTB and private bus services, while VicRail converted to a simpler
zone fare system. Average fares on all modes were increased. The new
Travel Card system, permitting unlimited travel on all modes, was
designed to overlay these individual mode fare systems.

"-
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While the average fare increases for single mode trips were 15 per
cent for MMTB tickets and 13 per cent for VicRail, the actual fare changes
ranged from a decrease of 9 per cent up to an increase of 133 per cenL
(Such a wide range of changes is an inevitable result of changing
VicRail 's fare structure to a coarse zonal system,,) The vast majority of
changes were in the range of 9 per cent to 33 per cent increases"
The prices of Travel Cards were set such that multi-mode (or
multi-vehicle) journeys generaly decreased in price. In particular,
Travel Card prices were set lower than the price of two single rail fares
for the same zone(s). Travel Cards, therefore, also effectively replaced
the standard rail return ticket.
The prices of Travel Cards and other tickets are shown in Appendix I.
RESEARCH INTO THE FARE CHANGE
In August 1981, shortly before the fare change, the Ministry of
Transport, Victoria, supported by the other transport authorities
concerned, decided to commission a study concerned with the usage of and
revenue from metropolitan public transport services before and after the
change"
The principal objectives of this study may be summarised as
follows:

i)

To determine the pattern of ticket sales, patronage and
revenue on metropolitan public transport services subsequent
to the October 1981 fare change.

i i)

To compar e thi s pattern with the corresponding pattern pr i or
to October 1981, and to assess the extent of the changes and
thus the effects the new fare system had on ticket sales,
patronage and revenue"

iii)

To set up a system for the permanent monitoring of ticket
sales, patronage and revenue on all metropolitan public
transport services, on a Y'egular and consistent basis"

Ove Arup Transportation Planning and R Travers Morgan Pty Ltd were
jointly commissioned to carry out this study. The study was supervised by
a Steering Committee of representatives from the Ministry of Transport,
the Public Transport Authorities and the private bus industry. Staff from
the transport authorities also worked closely with the consultants.. The
study findin9s have been reported in full to the Steering Committee (Ove
Arup Transportation Planning and R Travers Morgan Pty Ltd)"
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The study approach was based on establishing IIbefore" and llafter l1
profiles of transport system usage, comparing these profiles, and thus
assessing the extent and causes of the patronage changes. The profiles
were to be developed where possible from data available from the
operators, supplemented by results from surveys undertaken for the Study
by the Study Team and the author ities involved.
It was anticipated that most of the basic information on ticket
sales, patronage and revenue could be derived from data collected by the
authorities, except for multi-mode travel, where surveys would be
necessary" In particular, surveys would be required to obain important
information on the use of Travel Cards and on patterns of multi-mode
travel"

For the "before" profile, the data available from the operators
were supplemented by an on-vehicle survey of travellers in
September /October 1981. The sur vey was desi gned essent i ally to der i ve
estimates of the number of journeys involving transfer between modes and
vehicles.
For the 11 after " profile, a further on-vehicle interview survey was
undertaken in March/April 1982. This survey provided the basic "after"
data on transfer travel, together with detailed information on the trip
patterns of Travel Card users"

The basic "after" profile related to ticket sales, patronage and
revenue patterns for the first six months after the fare change (October
1981 - March 1982)., This period was effectively fixed by the study's time
constraints" To minimise seasonalit,y pr'oblems in comparisons, the ta51C
"befor e" profil e was reI ated to the corresponding per iod 12 months e' -I ieo
( i. e, October 1980 - Mar ch 1981) ,.
Not unexpectedlY, difficulties arose in establishing accurate
passenger profiles, particularly for the "before" situation" The major
difficulties related to VicRail: deficiencies in its system of monitoring
ticket sales data were compounded with the problems arising from seasonal
effects and incomplete information on the usage patterns of periodical
tickets "
Further camp 1i cat ions occurr ed dur ing the study peri od: free
Sunday travel was provided dur ing December 1981 and January 1982, private
bus fares were increased in January 1982, and weekly Travel Cards were
introduced in February 1982"
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It had always been anticipated that the development of compatible
"before" and llafter ll pr'ofiles would be difficult, and the comparison of
such profiles and the causal explanation of any differences would be more
difficult. The above complications only served to increase the problems
involved .
THE SITUATION AFTER THE FARE CHANGE
For the basic analysis period after the fare change, Table 1
sU11lllar ises total metropolitan r idership on each mode, sub-divided between
Travel Card users and other ticket holders. These figures are based
pr imar ily on ticket sa1es in the per i od: they thus exc1ude rides on
tickets sold in earlier periods (periodicals), free rides by employees and
ticketless rides. Table 2 shows the comparable data on revenue collected.
On average over the first 26 weeks of the new fare system, Travel
Car ds accounted for some 2B per cent of both total r i dershi p and tota 1
revenue in metropolitan public transport services .. The following
paragraphs describe the Travel Card market in more detail..
THE USAGE OF TRAVEL CARDS
Travel Card Sales, Ridership and Revenue
A total of 33.8 million rides were made on Travel Cards in the 26 week
period (Table 1). 50% of these were on MMTB services (tram and bus), 34%
on VicRail and 16% on private buses. However, the revenue from Travel
Cards was distributed very differently: 52% was collected by VicRail, 31%
by MMTB and 17% by private bus. Table 3 compares Travel Card revenue
collection, ridership and passenger kilometres travelled for each mode ..
These data ar'e of relevance to any revenue - sharing arrangements among
the authorities involved .
The proportion of riders on each mode using Travel Cards "as 32% on
VicRail, 29% tram, 20% MMTB bus and 21% private bus.
On average over the 26 weeks, 75% of Tr ave 1 Card rides wer e on
Adult Daily Cards, 20% on Concession Oaily Cards and 5% on Weekly Cards.
However, weekly Travel Cards were only introduced in February 1982 (at the
price of 5 daily Travel Cards) and thereafter accounted for considerably
more than 5% of the total Travel Card market..
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TABLE 1: METROPOLITAN RIDERSHIP SUMMARY
26 Weeks after Fare Change (4/10/Bl - 3/4/82)
Total Ridership (million)(I)
Trave 1 Car ds

Other Tickets

Total

Train

11.64

24.63

36,,27

Tram

14.40

35,,76

50,,16

MMTB Bus

2.43

6,,97

9.40

Pr ivate Bus

5,,35

20.48

25,,83

33,82

87,84

121..66

Total
~:

(1 )

Figures inc 1ude adjustment for free Sunday tr ave 1 scheme.
Ridership based on ticket sales data and study Travel Card survey"
'Rides' as defined by authorities: for VicRail, 1 ride counted on
each access to the system; for other modes, 1 ride counted on each
vehicle boardin9"
TABLE 2: METROPOLITAN REVENUE SUMMARY
26 Weeks after Fare Change (4/10/81 - 3/4/82)
Total Passenger Revenue Collected

Mode

($ million)(I)
Tr ave 1 Car ds

Other Ti ckets

Total

Train

9.41

19.16

28.57

Tr'am

4,,08

14,,12

18,20

MMTB Bus

1.59

3,,15

4,74

Private Bus

3,00

9,,30

12,,30

18,,08

45.73

63,81

Total
~:

(1)

Figures include adjustment for free Sunday travel scheme"
Revenues as collected, prior to any revenue sharing scheme.
exclude any Gover'nment reimbursements ..
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TABLE 3:

TRAVEL CARD DATA SUMMARY (First 26 Weeks)
% of total by Mode

Revenue

Mode

Passenger

Board i ngs

Kil ometres

Tr'ain

52.0

34 .. 4

55 .. 8

Tram

22.6

42 .. 6

29.1

8.8

7.2

7 .. 2

16.6

15 .. 8

7.9

100.0

100.0

100 .. 0

MMT8 Bus

Private Bus
Total

TABLE 4:

AVERAGE DAILY RIDES PER TRAVELCARD

- BY PURCHASE MODE AND USAGE MODE(I)

Usage Mode(2)

Purchase
Mode
Train(3)

Tram

MMTB Bus

Private

All

Bus
1. 95(0 .. 03)

Tr ai n

1.02(0 .. 08)

0.12(0.03)

0 .. 23(0.04)

3.32(009)

Tram

0.34(0 .. 05}

316(0.11)

0.11(0 .. 03}

0.17(0 .. 04 }

378(011)

MMTB Bus

0.57(0 .. 12)

1.23(0 .. 17)

1.68(0.12)

0 .. 45(0 .. 12)

3.93(0 .. 20}

Private Bus

1.06(0.09)

0 .. 84(0.12)

021(0.06)

2.11(0.10)

4.22(0.15)

Notes:
(I)

(2)

(3)

Based on survey in March/April 1982. For Weekly Travel Cards,
aver age weekday rides are i ne 1uded (week 1y rides per card
estimated at 5.. 21 x average weekday rides). Note that the figures
are average survey figures and are only relevant to the mix of
Travel Card types on issue at the time of the survey.
Fi gures in brackets repr esent 95% confi dence inter v a1 s (+ or -)
for average values, based on analysis of variability of survey
findings ..
For train travel, one ride is counted on each access to the system
(on average one ride is equivalent to 1.14 train boardings) .
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Travel Card Usage Rates

Table 4 shows the average number of rides on each mode (for all
Travel Card types combined) by mode of purchase, For example, on average
4,,22 rides were made on Travel Cards issued on private buses: 2. Il of
these were by private bus, 1..06 by train and the remainder by MMTB tram
and bus. Travel Cards issued by private bus involved more rides than
average, while those issued by VicRail involved fewer than average. The
average daily rides per Travel Card for all modes was 3,,75.
Tr'avel Card Distances

Table 5 gives equivalent figures on the distance travelled on each
mode, by Travel Card mode of purchase. It is apparent that on average
Travel Cards issued by VicRail are used for a considerably greater
distance than those issued by the other author ities, although fewer
separate rides are involved. These averages hide considerable distance
variations between Travel Card types: for instance, Zone 1/2/3 Travel
Cards were used for over 70 kms of travel on average"
Trends in Travel Card Market Share
Figure 2 illustrates trends in Travel Card market share for the
first 26 week per iod, expressed in terms of revenue collected .. Travel card
revenue is shown as a proportion of total revenue for each of the four
modes and for metropolitan public transport as a whole" On the
introduction of Weekly Travel Card, revenue from Daily Travel Card sales
is separately identified,
For all modes there was a general upwards trend over the 26 week
period in Travel Card revenue relative to revenue from other tickets"
This upward trend appeared to be continuing at the end of the period
analysed, although the addition of Weekly Travel Cards complicated the
picture.. Weekly Travel Cards, which are not sold on private bus, appear
to have resulted in a gain in revenue for VicRail at the expense of the
private buses.
Over the 26 week period as a whole, 28% of revenue collected
related to Travel Cards
However, by the end of this period (March 1982),
Travel Card revenue had increased to 35% of total system revenue. Later
data suggests this proportion continued to increase after March 1982"
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COMPARISON BETWEEN THE "BEFORE" AND "AFTER" PERIODS
Comparisons were undertaken, on as consistent a basis as possible,
between the patronage and revenue in the 26 week period after the fares
change with the corresponding period 12 months earlier. These are
summarised in Table 6..

_ 12%.

Overall, system ridership increased by about 2% and revenue by 11
The ridership increase was particularlY pronounced - over 5% - on

private bus services"

The ridership comparisons are subject to some uncertainty,
particularly in the case of VicRail, for the following reasons:
i)

possible slight under-estimation (from study surveys)
of the number of trips by Travel Card holders;

ii)

inadequate VicRail data on suburban patronage and
revenue for the "before" per iod (l 980/81); and

iii)

some apparent discrepancy for VicRail between the
trends indicated by ticket sales data and those from
direct ridership counts"

EFFECTS OF THE FARE CHANGE
There are great difficulties in attempting to attribute the causes
of the patronage and revenue changes between the fare change and other
factors present over the 18 month period examined, e . g.. underlying "time"
trends, service changes" The study was not designed primarily to make
such an attribution and no conclusive attribution has proved possible"
However, the following comments are relevant.
The study found no convincing evidence that the marginal increase
in ridership since the fare change could be attributed to the change
itself, and in particular to the popularity of the Travel Card system.
is considerable evidence from Melbourne and other Australian cities
of some modest patronage increases on urban public transport over the last
2-3 years, e"g,,:
i)

from 1979/80 to 1980/81 MMTB tram patronage increased
1.6% and bus patronage increased 5.. 6% (Annual Report
figures) ;

ii)

VicRail passenger counts indicate a signi~icant upward
trend in ridership since earlY 1981; and

iii)

Australia-wide, urban bus and tram ridership increased
at a rate of some 3 per cent p"a" from 1979/80 to
1981/82 and urban rail ridership also increased
appreciably .
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TABLE 5: AVERAGE OAILY OISTANCE PER TRAVELCARD- BY PURCHASE MODE AND
USAGE MQ.DE (1)
Distance (kms) by Usage Mode

Purchase Mode

Train

Tram
MMTB Bus
Pr ivate Bus

Train

Tram

36.4
4.6
8.3
16 . 0

4.6
21..9
5.4
4.7

MMTB Bus

Private
Bus

Total

1..1
0.9
1.8
9,,9

43.0
28,,2
32.0
32. I

0.9
0.8
16,,5
1..5

,tjote:
(1)

See Table 4, Note (1)"

TABLE 6:
Mode

BEFORE AND AFTER COMPARISON SUMMARY
Change from Before to After Period(l)
Ridership

Revenue

Collected

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ .._ MMTB (Tram & Bus)
Private Bus

o to + 2%
+ 1% to + 2%
+ 5% to + 6%

+ 10% to + 13%
+ 7%to+ 8%
+ 20% to + 21%

Total

+1J,% to + 2,,%

+ 11% to + 12%

Train

Note:
m

Before period 6 months October 1980 - March 1981..
After period 26 weeks 4 Oct 1981 - 3 April 1982.
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The reasons for these increases are not fully clear, nor is it yet
clear whether they represent the start of a longer term upward trend. The
increases are probably partly related to service quality and possibly
partly to the impact of increased fuel prices. The evidence suggests that
Melbourne has been sharing in these national trends, irrespective of the
introduction of the new fares system. There is no conclusive evidence
that the new system has increased Melbourne's total system patronage to a
higher level than it would otherwise have been" It seems likelY that it
has had a number of quite complex effects on particular travellers and
particular journey types, but these effects are largely masked when
cons i der i ng the aggr egate stat i st i cs "

PASSENGER MONITORING
As noted earlier, one of the study's principal objectives was to
set up a system for the permanent monitoring of metropolitan public
tr"nsport patronage on all modes, on a regular and consistent basis.
patronage had been monitored by each of the individual
es, but with a lack of consistency among authorities on such
aspects as account ing per i od (eg. four-weekly or month lY). The need for a
system was increased by the introduction of Travel Cards,
involving purchase of tickets from one authority for use on the services
another authority, with consequent need for revenue - sharing

A regular monitoring system for all modes was developed and
to coincide with the introduction of the new fare system..
char acter i st i cs are:

Its

i)

it cover s all four metropolitan modes (subur ban rail, MMTB
tram, MMTB bus and private bus);

ii)

it adopts a common 4"weekly basis (13 periods per year) for
monitoring;

i i i) for each mode, data on tickets so 1d and revenue co 11 ected ar e
prepared by the authorities on a common basis, and collated
by the Ministry of Transport;
iv)

each period'S data is presented along with data for the
preceding period and the year ..to-date.

a considerable improvement over the previous
However, at time of writing, it is still incomplete in
certain ticket types, accounting for a few percent of total revenue,
not yet included (e . g" MMTB scholar concession tickets).
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The present system is confined to ticket sales and revenue data
and makes no attempt to estimate passenger rides (boardings) on each mode,
Such ridership statistics are of considerable importance to the
authorities. They maY be calculated from ticket sales data by application
of trip rates by mode for each ticket type, derived from surveys such as
those carried out in this study: the ridership estimates will of course be
only as accurate as the trip rates used" It is at present expected that
the monitoring system will be computerised, and that estimated trip rates
will be input so that ridership data may readily be derived for each mode
on a 4-weekly basis"
COMMENTS ON SURVEY AND ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Survey Planning and Design
One major purpose of the study was to establish and then compare

profiles of patronage on each mode in the ubefore ll and

lI

after rl situations"

A second purpose was to investigate the use of Travel Cards in some
detail, as an input to revenue-sharing arrangements and to the further
development of fares policy"

In a lItraditionalll situation where each passenger purchases a
ticket on boarding each vehicle, passenger rides may be deduced directly
from ticket sales" With the increased sophistication of the fare system,
and particularly with the introduction of Travel Cards, calculation of
ridership from ticket sales has become more difficult: special surveys
are needed to derive trip rates for multiple-use tickets" A high level of
accur acy is needed in such surveys, par t i cu 1ay' ly when 11 before 11 and 11 after 11
comparisons are required (involving small differences between large
number s)"
The study approach was to establish Travel Card trip rates by an

extensive interview survey of a random sample of passenger's on vehicles!
asking each interviewee about all journeys made (or to be made) on the day
in question on the ticket held. Statistical methods were used to estimate
the sample sizes required to enable trip rates (and consequent passenger
rides) to be calculated with a specified level of accuracy: the 95%
confidence intervals on trip rates are included in Table 4. In survey
design and analysis, particular attention had to be paid to:
i)

achieving a random sample (by area, route and time period) of
public transport passengers;

ii)

avoiding under-enumeration of the number of rides on each
ticket (due to respondents' imperfect recall);

iii) avoiding or correcting for potential bias towards passengers
making longer rides or more rides per ticket (by suitable
factoring of results)"
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Other survey and analysis procedures developed in the study
highlighted the need to investigate and allow for systematic variations
(between different weekdays, different periods of the year) and random
variations in ticket sales, patronage and revenue data, Survey methods
adopted and Tessons learnt are being written up in a separate paper
(Singleton and Wisdom, 1983).
lIBefoy'e fl and !lAfter 11 Compar isons

It was desirable that the study should provide as much information
as possible, from comparison of "before" and Ilafter" profiles, on the
effects of the new fare system" Among other aspects, it was important to
establish whether aggregate ridership on each mode had increased or
decreased, and by how much - using the ridership estimates derived from
ticket sales and study surveys"
While changes in aggregate ridership were successfully established
(Table 6), these were generally small and various analyses confirmed their
sensitivity to changes in trip rates, survey bias, etc" The ridership
estimates excluded two classes of traveller, which are also excluded from
the oper ators' usua 1 stat i sti cs: - employees trave 11 ing on free passes,
and ticketless riders (fare evaders). The level of ticketless riding maY
be such that changes in it resulting from a changed fare system (or from
changes in the level of enforcement) could significantly affect the
assessment of Table 6,
As noted earlier, it is extremely difficult to attribute the
patronage changes to the change in fare system and other causes" The
survey methods adopted were deliberately chosen to focus on the aggregate
patronage position, rather than to investigate in detail the causes of any
changes. To gain detailed understanding of responses to the fare change
(e.g. Travel Card holders making extra short trips instead of walking),
different types of survey would be necessary.. In-depth interviews would
probably be most appropriate to provide this understanding, in a
qualitative manner: on-vehicle interviews or diary surveys are unlikely to
be appr opr i ate"
The Need for Updating
The authorities' regular ticket sales data, together with the
Travel Card trip rates derived in the study, now form the basis of
ridership figures for Melbourne's public transport system. Evidence from
the study indicates that Travel Card usage levels and patterns have taken
many months to stabilise (Figure 2), as compared with some 3 months
typicallY after a simple change in fare levels,
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Given the fundamental importance for monitoring of the trip rates,
regular updating of the Travel Card surveys appears desirable. This would
probab ly be appropri ate at year IY i nterva 1s, par ti cu 1ar 1y if there ar e
annual fare changes which would be expected to affect Travel Card usage
patterns"
CONCLUSIONS ON THE FARE SYSTEM
As noted ear 1i er, it is diffi cult to determi ne the effects of the
new fare system with confidence, It appears that the system has had nQ
substan·
t im ac
a
bl ic tran or
i rshi. To draw
more detailed cone usions on the effects of the new system would require
surveys of a different type to those undertaken in this study" However,
several general comments may be made"
Table 6 indicates that the

p~lvate

bus mode appears to have

ex erienced a ridership increase of some 5%, by comparison with a downward
tren "
rev,ous years.
lS 1S pro a y partly the result of Travel
Card inducing an increased use of private buses for access to the line
haul (generally rail) mode ..
One of the major reasons for introducing the Travel Card system
was to eliminate the price penalty paid by people whose trips involved a
vehicle or mode transfer (about 23% of all trips).. However only just over
50% of transfer rides are now made by Travel Card users, as Travel Card
purchase is not economical for many transfer trips. Thus nearly half of
all transfer travellers continue to pay the "flag-fall" penalty ..
The shortcomings of the October 1981 system in this regard were
apparently recognised by Government in its introduction of the
Neighbourhood Public Transport System in the Caulfield - Moorabbin Sandringham area in November 1982, This allows unlimited travel (bus,
tram and train) for 2 hours in the defined area for 60~ (50~ outside peak
periods)" Similar systems are under discussion for other areas of
Melbourne .
Weekly Travel Cards were introduced in February 1982, in response
to a perceived demand. However they have not been available for purchase
on vehicles, but only at railway stations and MMTB bus and tram depots"
As a result over 95% of such tickets have been purchased from VicRail
outlets and over half the trips on these tickets are made by train
Easier availability of Weekly Travel Cards would seem a further step
towards an improved fare and ticketing system for Melbourne,
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APPENDIX I
MELBOURNE AND METROPOLITAN TICKET PRICES
(From 4th October, 1983)
A"

IlTravelCar'ds ll

TravelCards are valid for an unlimited number of journeys on the
day (week) of issue on all metropolitan public transport services,
including private buses,
Daily
Centra 1 Zone

$1.00
($1.00)

$ 500

Tr ave 1 within Zone 1, 2 or 3

$2.00
($1.00)

$10,,00

~;;'

J. .. e 1 within Zones 1 and 2 )
Ira.el within Zones 2 and 3 )

$2.60
($1.00)

$13,,00

Travel within Zones 1, 2 and 3

$3,60
($1.50)

$18.00

)

(1)

Weekly(1 )

Chil dr en/Pens i oners far es in br ackets"

Weekly TravelCards were introduced on 7th February 1982.
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B"

TRAINS AND V.R.B. BUSES ONLY
TICKET

FARES

SINGLE

RETURN

$

$

0,,35

0.70

OFF-PEAK(I)

WEEKLY

$

$

DATE-TO-DATE
PERIODICAL
(PER WEEK) (2)

$

Fare for travel

between not more
than 2 adjacent

2.80

2.40

LOO
(0.40)

560

4,,80

L50
(0.80)

800

6.80

L40
(0.50)

2.00
(0,,80)

10 .. 00

8,,50

2.00
(0,,80)

2.60

12 .. 00

1020

(J .. I0)

4 . 00

3.40

stations
(Rail + 2)
Fare for travel
between not moy'€
0,,70
than 4 stations
(0 .. 40)
(Rail + Four)

L40
(0 . 70)

Travel within one
zone (where no
boundary crossing LI0
involved)
(0.50)
Travel within
two adjacent
zones (wher e

crossing one
zone boundary
is involved)

Travel across
whole metropo 1i tan ar ea

Travel in Central 0.. 70
Zone only
(0.40)
Children/Pensioners fares in brackets
1.

Valid fot a Y'eturn journey provided the journey corrrrnences

after g"OO a"m . (off peak tickets to Melbourne also permit

unlimited travel on the trams and buses within the area
bounded by Flinders, Spencer, Victoria and Spring Streets) .
2..

Date-ta-Date tickets are available for any period between 10
weeks and one year.

The fare shown represents a discount of

approx" 15 per cent on the weekly fare ..
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C.

MMTB TRAMS AND BUSES ONLY
(a)

Single Journey Tickets
No of Sections

Fare

1

30~

(20~)
50~
(30~)

2
3

60~

(3D~)

4 and 5

70~

(30~)

6 - 10

$1.00

11+

$1.20

(30~)
(30~)

(

D.

)

Children/Pensioners fares in brackets

(b)

Section Saver Tickets are also being sold by the MMTB" These
sold 1n groups of 20 tickets at an approximate price equivalent
16 ordinary single journey tickets"

(c)

~Section

(d)

City Plus One
Sect i on Card

(e)

Month 1y Tr ave I
Permits

8 rides for $2,,00

Card

5 rides for $2,,00
$30 plus 10 cents per ride.

PRIVATE ENTERPRISE BUSES ONLY
Single Journey Tickets
No. of Sections

Fare

1

35~

(20~)

2

50~

(30~)

3

60~
35~
70~

4 and 5

(45~)
85~
( 50~)

6 and 7
8 - 10

(

)

95~

(50~)

Children/Pensioners fares in brackets"
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